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Introduction
“It’s not our disabilities, it’s our abilities that count.”
Chris Burke
We, as cultural operators have the greatest responsibility to pass cultural knowledge on
from one individual to another. Whether it comes to art objects, historical and
archaeological artifacts, music, science, written works, specimens of all types of living things,
or precious stones and minerals, we have the obligation to give access to various worlds of
knowledge for what we have collected and conserved in diverse cultural spaces is first and
foremost there for people to SEE it, HEAR its story, be able to enter and MOVE across any
given cultural hall, and fully COMPREHEND what’s in front of them.
When it comes to people with different disabilities, our task to deliver that cultural
knowledge becomes even more difficult. People with disabilities have been stereotyped in
many ways due to incomplete information, mistaken perceptions, isolation and segregation.
Breaking down those stereotypes starts first with our willingness to encounter such visitors
and second with our readiness to adapt towards their needs. Often the task is one of
understanding as much as financial constraints, since many museum solutions can be
implemented at little additional cost. Equal access to collections, exhibitions and programs
must be provided to everyone who wants to use a museum’s facility, and we all have a role
to play in an inclusive museum. When a cultural institution embraces inclusive practice, it
develops its policies with accessibility in mind, alerting the institution to any barriers that
might prohibit people with disabilities from participating in its programs and understanding
its collections.
First and foremost, inclusion means an attitude of understanding and willingness to adapt
to different situations. Second, it requires creativity and innovation implemented in the best
way possible to each specific situation. And third, it means breaking down the barriers to
accessibility in cultural institutions, both physical and psychological.
The aim of this training program is to provide cultural sector employees a basic
understanding of different disabilities and the barriers that disabled people are facing as
well as the best practices and tools that can be used by each cultural institution. Throughout
this document there is a strong emphasis on practice via creative demonstrations and tasks,
which will put the participants in the training program in different roles and “manipulate”
their senses (Move, Hear, See, Comprehend) in order to experience the cultural environment
through a disabled person’s point of view.
The inclusive practices of cultural institutions should be fueled by the determination of
the cultural operators, working for those institutions. By developing practices and tools
based on equality, fairness, inclusion and social justice, we can show that there are viable,
and necessary, alternatives that will ultimately benefit not only disabled people, but the
institutions, their collections and the public that they serve.
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Chapter 1- People with physical disabilities (MOVE)

Turning wheels into a paintbrush1

General Information
It is estimated that about ten million people have mobility impairments. A physical
disability is defined as the inability to carry out distinctive activities associated with
movements of the body parts due to muscular or bony deformities, diseases or degeneration.
It’s important to know that a person with a physical disability is constrained by his physical
ability to perform different activities independently such as walking and mobility, sitting and
standing, use of hands and arms, muscle control, etc.
The primary barrier which physically challenged members of the community, particularly
those who are using wheelchairs, find themselves having to battle against is mobility and
access to cultural institutions. Using a wheelchair in a museum exposes the disabled person
to challenges such as accessing the ramp, lack of open space, isolation due to tall furniture,
inability to reach out and get pamphlets from desks, bend down to read labels, etc. When it
comes to other senses, people with physical disabilities rely on their other senses to perceive
cultural knowledge- vision and sound.

Table with highlights and most important tools/ approaches that help people from this group.

1

Project “Arts For All”, University of Central Oklahoma: an elementary teacher works with a rolling art roller.
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Types of physical
disabilities

Barriers to overcome

Practices & tools that
could help

A physical disability is a
physical condition that
affects a person’s mobility,
physical capacity, stamina,
or dexterity.

Difficulties to reach the
vicinity of museums
independently.

User-friendly physical
infrastructure and
services: ramps, railings,
accessible toilet, resting
places and seats at the
entrance, wheelchairs on
loan, accessible toilets,
parking close to the
museum, alternatives to
queuing, appropriate
seating or space to lie
down in or near the
galleries, a facility to exit
and re-enter an
exhibition, “evac chairs”,
etc.

There is a wide variety of
mobility impairments,
ranging from gross motor
skills, such as walking, to
fine motor movement,
involving manipulation of
objects by hand.
Physical disabilities fall
under two major
categories2:
 Musculo Skeletal
Disability
 Neuro Musculo
Disability

Inconvenient parking
around cultural
institutions: no ramp
between the road and
the sidewalk.
Lack of accurate basic
access/welcome
information of the
cultural institution.
Elements of the
physical environment
of the cultural
institution such as:
 Height of the
counters: often
people in
wheelchairs are
unable to see the
face of the person
they talk to, which
creates a sense of
separation and
prevents
comfortable
communication.
 Labels of
collections and
objects are placed
too high for

2

Provision of accurate
information about the
physical environments in
museums and galleries
and the barriers that
physically disabled people
are likely to encounter
(basic layout of buildings,
the distances to be
covered, location of
parking spaces, the means
of changing levels, etc.)
Alternatives to services:
Photographs, a video or
CCTV showing objects or
areas of the museums

Types of physical disabilities: https://hwa.org.sg/general-information-on-physical-disabilities/
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wheelchair visitor
to read.
 Lack of appropriate
seating for use
when waiting,
reading, talking or
looking at displays.
 Lack of wheelchairs
to borrow.,
temporary ramps
at the front
entrance or lack of
lift access to upper
floors.
Other visitors of
cultural institutions,
blocking the view of
exhibitions.
Wheelchair entrances
are located far away
from the regular
entrance. By using an
entrance that is located
on the other side of the
museum means that
the physically disabled
visitors have to
separate with their
companions who may
be family members or
friends.
Negative attitudes and
stereotypes such as:
 People with
physical disabilities
are helpless and
dependent; they

which are inaccessible to
people with mobility
difficulties;
Providing an accessible
area to which museum
objects can be brought for
viewing from an
inaccessible store or
gallery, to enable a person
with a mobility difficulty
to use the collection.
Special events &
programs dedicate for
people with physical
disabilities.
 A ‘wheelchair only’
day during an
exhibition: labels are
placed lower down
the walls/ vitrines to
make them more
visible, and there are
no inconsiderate
visitors blocking the
view;
 Developing exhibition
narratives that
include physical
disability as a subject;
 Specially designed
workshops
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are confined to
their wheelchair;
they are in
constant pain; they
have poor quality
of life and deserve
to be pitied.
Risk of being excluded
from different
programs, initiatives &
workshops, involving
physical abilities.
Feeling detached or
isolated in the cultural
institution
environment.

DOs and DON’Ts when communicating with people in this diverse group.
DO:
- Speak directly to the person you are communicating with, not to his or her supporter.
- If possible, place yourself in front of the physically disabled person and at the same height.
-If you accompany a visitor, adjust to their pace if it is slower than yours.
-Give directions in the museum and explain where you’re going.
- Offer assistance when going up and down staircases - even carrying light objects such as bags
or brochures can be helpful.
- Respect the mobility aids that people use and refer to and treat these aids appropriately.
- Ensure that spaces designed to be accessible in the cultural institution are not cluttered.
- If someone indicates that they need assistance or a rest, respect their wishes and follow their
instructions.
DON’T:
- Take hold of someone’s stick or walker, as this could destabilize this person.
- Leave a person you are assisting unattended. If you have to leave, find a colleague and
inform the visitor of the change and its duration.
- Put on a pedestal or feel sorry for the visitor – it would make them feel uncomfortable.
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- Use “cripple/ invalid” or “physically handicapped” when referring to a physically impaired
person.
- Assume that people with mobility impairments and wheelchair users do not move around
at all.

Demonstration:
For the purpose of this demonstration a participant in the training program will be asked to
sit on a wheelchair. Another participant will stand in front of the wheelchair. The trainers
will give the standing participant a work of art and will ask them to hold it in front of the
wheelchair participant according to their understanding of what is the best position(height
and distance) of the artwork. After that, the wheelchair participant will navigate the
standing participant to position the artwork in a manner that best suits their perspective.
The two points of view will be compared, and a discussion will follow.

Examples of inclusive practices:
 Painting wheelchairs and other adaptive art tools
“Zot Artz Arts for All”
The main concept of this practice is to create opportunities for children and adults to find
the artist within themselves, regardless of their physical capabilities.
The artist and engineer Dwayne Szot has created a line of innovative assistive technology
products, which can transform a person’s mobility device into tools that can create huge brush
or chalk strokes. Pogo Paint Poles, handheld rollers, sponge templates and other devices
ensure accessibility on a broad scale. Through their services, programs, art tools and supplies,
Zot Artz has opened the doors for individuals of all abilities to creatively express themselves.
Creative expression is a primary human need, necessary for self-fulfillment and selfesteem. Art is a form of creative expression in which individuals with disabilities can excel,
given the opportunity. — Dwayne Szot
Rather than finding ways for people with disabilities to participate in activities for nondisabled people, we create entirely new activities and projects for people with disabilities and
invite those without disabilities to join in.
More information at:
http://zotartz.com/
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Chapter 2 – People with hearing problems (HEAR)

“The listening”3
General information
D/deafness has diverse definitions in medical and cultural contexts. In medicine
deafness is defined as an audiological condition in which the person is unable to hear
spoken language or other sounds due to hearing loss caused by problems in the ear canal,
eardrum, or the middle ear. Deafness implies a degree of hearing loss which prevents a
person from hearing speech and sounds even with hearing amplifiers. If the condition is
diagnosed as profound deafness, that means even the highest intensity sounds produced by
an audiometer may not be detected. In cases of total deafness, no matter what
amplification or method of production is used, no sounds at all can be heard. People who
are hard of hearing could have mild-to-severe hearing loss, yet in these individuals, some
hearing capacity is still existing.
In cultural context“big D Deaf” in speech and sign and “Deaf” in written language
refer to a cultural group primarily communicating through sign language. The two
definitions overlap but they are not interchangeable because cultural Deafness includes
hearing people who use sign language such as children of deaf adults (CODA). On the other
hand, hearing loss may not be severe enough to impact spoken language comprehension
but could cause difficulties in other aspects of audio perception. The most common cause of
adult-onset hearing loss is advancing age.

3

Bronze sculpture at the university of music – Freiburg, Germany (The HochschulefürMusik Freiburg).
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“Deaf,” “deaf,” and “hard of hearing” are categories used to refer to people with
hearing disabilities. “Deaf” people (uppercase “D”) associate with the Deaf
community/culture, while people who refer to themselves as hard of hearing or deaf may
have some ability to hear and/or do not associate with the Deaf community/culture.
Hearing loss is the most common sensory deficit in human populations. Therefore, if
you are providing accessible environment and events for D/deaf/hard of hearing people
you are going to grow your audiences as a cultural institution. Being more accessible and
inviting to a larger number of people is the main purpose of every museum/gallery/cultural
institution which calls for attention when it comes to visitors with particular needs.
Table with highlights and most important tools/ approaches that help people from this
group.
Types of hearing deficits

Barriers to overcome

Practices & tools that
could help

Deaf – linguistic and
cultural minority with own
traditions, social rules, etc.

Hindered
communication with
people who do not
know sign language –
museum desk
employees, guides,
security officers,
volunteers, etc.

Clear visible signage
telling visitors what
services are available to
them.

Every Deaf person knows
sign language.
For the Deaf people the
national language is often
a foreign one.

Difficulties with
multimedia – audio.
Risk of being excluded
from the educational
and social benefits of
participation.
Feeling detached or
isolated in the cultural
institution
environment.

Sign language translation
– live or recorded.
Subtitles/closed and
open captions – could be
useful for some people
who know the national
language.
CART (Computer Aided
Real-time Translation) could be useful for some
people who know the
national language for live
events. CART services
need to be requested for
a group in advance.
Reading lips – some Deaf
people rely on reading
lips.
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Print materials – could be
useful to communicate
the content of an exhibit
if written in light text
with simple sentence
structure and plenty of
visual materials.
deaf – medical definition of Communication
person who has deep
barriers when talking
hearing loss.
to museum employees
or other visitors.
Not every deaf person
knows sign language.
Advantage of using hearing
aids is on different levels.
They might not associate
with the Deaf community
culture.

Difficulties with
multimedia – audio.
Risk of being excluded
from the educational
and social benefits of
participation.
Feeling detached or
isolated in the cultural
institution
environment.

Clear visible signage
telling visitors what
services are available to
them.
Sign language translation
/live or recorded/ - if the
person knows sign
language.
Subtitles/closed and
open captions – often
they are useful.
CART (Computer Aided
Real-time Translation) –
useful in many cases for
live events. CART services
need to be requested for
a group in advance
Reading lips – not useful
in most cases.
T-coil or ALD Induction
loop – not useful in most
cases.
Print materials – useful in
many cases for
communication of
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contents if written in a
clean manner.
Hard of hearing –
peoplerelating to or having
a defective but functional
sense of hearing.

Communication
barriers when talking
to museum employees
or other visitors.

Clear visible signage
telling visitors what
services are available to
them.

Usually this groups of
people do not relate to the
Deaf culture and do not
speak sign language.

Difficulties with
multimedia – audio.

Subtitles/closed and
open captions – they are
very useful for this group
of people.

Hearing aids are most
useful in this group as they
have hearing capabilities.

Risk of being excluded
from the educational
and social benefits of
participation.
Feeling detached or
isolated in the cultural
institution
environment.

CART (Computer Aided
Real-time Translation) –
useful in most cases for
live events. CART services
need to be requested for
a group in advance.
Reading lips – many
people rely on reading
lips, especially if they lost
their hearing as a child.
T-coil or ALD Induction
loop – useful for people
who rely on their hearing.
Print materials – useful in
most cases for
communication of
different contents.

DOs and DON’Ts when communicating with people in this diverse group.
DO:
- Ask the person how they prefer to communicate.
- Speak in a normal tone of voice.
- Talk directly to the person who is D/deaf/hard of hearing.
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- Facilitate lip reading by speaking clearly and naturally facing into the light and keeping your
hands away from your face.
- Reduce background noise as much as you can.
- Improvise – use gestures, face expressions, write on a piece of paper, try to communicate.
- If the person is accompanied by an interpreter, make pauses while you speak to help the
interpreter to catch up.
- Knock on the floor/table or turn the lights on and off as you want to get the attention of a
D/deaf/hard of hearing person.
DON’T:
- Panic or feel guilty that you don’t know sign language if a D/deaf or hard of hearing visitor
approaches you.
- Use the terms “deaf and mute” and “deaf and dumb”.
- Talk to the interpreter avoiding direct contact with the person with hearing problems.
- Assume to know what a D/deaf/hard of hearing person needs without asking first.
- Hide your lips, turn back or shout when talking to a D/deaf person.
- Eat, chew gum in the middle of a conversation.
- Put on a pedestal or feel sorry for the visitor – it would make them feel uncomfortable.
- Walk between two D/deaf people signing with each other.

Demonstration:
The demonstration in this chapter includes an enactment of live exemplary scenes of
some ideal handling scenarios of potential situations in the museum/cultural institution. The
demonstration will show 2 possible situations with scenarios that could work well in each
case. Two people are needed for the demonstration – one will be the museum employee
and the other will be the D/deaf visitor.
1) The firstsituation is that a D/deaf visitor who does not have an interpreter is
visiting the museum, he/she approaches a museum employee and starts signing.
This is usually a stressful situation for most museum employees who don’t know
how to sign. The D/deaf visitor contacts the museum employeemaking
signsasking for the location of the nearest restroom. (If the person portraying
the museum employee does not know sign language they can improvise for the
purposes of the training)
Handling the situation: The museum employee uses facial expressions and gestures
explaining that he/she does not understand or speak sign language but he/she is willing
to help. The museum employee looks calm and welcoming with a smile. The D/deaf
visitor keeps signing, but the employee cannot understand what they are trying to say.
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He/she asks the D/deaf visitor to wait until he/she brings a piece of paper and a pen. The
visitor writes down their question and the museum employee accompanies them to the
nearest restroom.
2) The second situation reveals a D/deaf visitor in an exhibition hall enjoying art or
another kind of cultural heritage.The museum’s opening hours are over, and the
employee needs to kindly ask the visitor to start moving towards the exit. The
D/deaf visitor does not see the employee and he/she needs to attract their
attention.
Handling the situation: The museum employee turns the light in the hall on and off in
order to get the attention of the D/deaf visitor. (If there is no access to the lights control
switches, that can be replaced by knocking on the floor) When the visitor reacts, the
museum employee kindly explains with gestures and signs that it is time to close and
accompanies the D/deaf visitor towards the exit.

Tasks:
1) Challenge two people to understand each other without talking and hearing.
The participants will be divided in teams of two (pairs). Each pair will be given
messages that have to be transmitted – for example “The Colosseum was the largest
amphitheater in the Roman Empire.”. Each person will have a message that needs to
be communicated to their partner, and they have to make it known either using
facial expressions,gestures or associations. Writing is not allowed. The participants
in each pair will take turns to play both roles once – the communicator and the
receiver. The participants will be given 5 minutes to complete the task.
2) Create music only with rhythm and gestures. A team of 4 group members will be
formed. The group of training participants is challenged to create a short musical
work (1-minute-long) using only their body without voice. The theme of the creative
task will be “The best day of my life”. The participants will have 10 minutes to
complete the task. Each group will play their piece of music in front of the others.

Examples of inclusive practices:
 Fotografiemuseum Amsterdam (Foam)
“Musea in Gebaren” (‘museums in sign language’)
The project is a joint initiative by Foam and Wat Telt!, with the goal of making art and
culture accessible to people who are deaf or hard of hearing. It is a program offering Deaf
participants training and an opportunity to gain applicable work experience. The program
was first launched at Foam, and it was received with much enthusiasm by deaf visitors, the
Musea in Gebaren project started in March 2016 with eight museums in Amsterdam. All the
participants received an internal training to become a professional 'Deaf Museum Guide' in
one of the participating Amsterdam museums. In this way, the project not only contributes
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to a more accessible cultural environment, but also to more employment opportunities for
the deaf and hard of hearing.
Deaf people don’t often associate themselves with museums. But if there are deaf
museum guides, it gives a feeling of being at home. It’s very positive to have live interaction
since it creates a better link between museums and deaf communities.
More information at:
https://www.museeum.com/this-sign-language-project-brings-the-deaf-community-tomuseums/
 Pattichion Municipal Museum - Historical Archives and Research Centre of
Limassol in Cyprus
A Personal Tour of Cultural Heritage for Deaf Museum Visitors
The example is from a scientific paper published by an international team of
researchers. Their work results in launching a bespoke application designed for deaf visitors
to enable a museum experience without the support of a physical sign language
interpreter. The application was first tested at the Pattichion Municipal Museum - Historical
Archives and Research Centreof Limassol in Cyprus. The mobile application was designed to
enable deaf visitors to have direct access to exhibits’ information of the museum, using
text (Greek and English), photos and videos with international sign language translation.
The application is available free of charge and visitors can download it by scanning a
particular QR code visible at the entrance. The museum has also purchased tablets to lend
visitors who do not own a smartphone or a tablet.
The technologies can help us to enrich the lives of people with disabilities in allowing
them to take part of common activities, such as tours within cultural heritage locations,
without the need of specialist tour guides; which are too expensive or most commonly,
unavailable.
More information at:
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/309561140_A_Personal_Tour_of_Cultural_H
eritage_for_Deaf_Museum_Visitors
 American Sign Language interpreters of pop music - Amber Galloway Gallego
One of the most talented and renowned music sign language interpreters Amber
Galloway Gallego remarks in a video for Vox Media how interpreters have for many years
communicated music to their audiences by simply making the sign for “Music” and leaving it
at that. But Gallego thinks an interpreter should be prepared to translate not just the lyrics
of a song, but also the rhythm and, to a certain extent, the melody and harmony, as well as
the general vibe. In such way the deaf concert audiences can be part of the entire
experience. Since sign language already incorporates emotive gestures and facial
expressions, Gallego simply adapted and expanded these into a repertoire of dance and
musical sign. The result is outstanding.
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If we merely show the sing for music, then we are doing an injustice as an interpreter. Amber Galloway Gallego
More information at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EuD2iNVMS_4
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Chapter 3 – People with visual impairment (SEE)

A glimpse of da Vinci masterpiece4
At the beginning of Chapter 3, a video will be shown to the trainees, capturing the
natural gestures, emotions, and the excitement felt by the public at the sight of the
Leonardo da Vinci’s painting “Savior of the World”.
“The Last da Vinci: The World is Watching”:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d7omwQLuGJQ

General information
“We see through our brains, not our eyes. The eye is just one of the channels through which
sensory information is passed to the brain for processing.”
Georgia Krantz, Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum
Approximately 1.3 billion people globally have some form of vision loss. Visual
impairment, also known as vision impairment or vision loss, is a decreased ability to see to
a degree that causes problems not fixable by usual means, such as glasses. The traditional
definition of blind as per the Oxford Dictionary is “the state of being unable to see due to
injury, disease or genetic condition.” Many will argue that “blind” is a spectrum that
describes a sliding scale between normal sight and a complete loss of vision. In between
these two poles sit many different levels and types of visual impairment connected to how
much light is able to be able, sharpness of objects and shapes, field of vision and color
spectrum perceived. While a person experiencing some form of visual impairment can still
have some usable vision, a totally blind person has no measurable and usable vision, and no
light perception. However, it is a stereotypical assumption that people who are blind live in a
state of "blackness" similar to that sighted people experience when they close their eyes.

4

A hidden camera was placed beneath the recently discovered painting of Christ (“Salvator Mundi” by Leonardo da Vinci),
capturing the viewers’ emotions while looking at the artwork.
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There are people who are born blind and people who lost their vision at a certain point
in time. We should keep in mind that a person who is born blind has never had the
experience of seeing images originating from the external world and therefore has never
formed visual memories connected to the external world. That’s why most people, who are
born blind, say they see nothing at all. People who previously had vision before going blind
rely on visual memories and usually see black and sometimes faded shapes, flashes of light
or color, and experience vivid hallucinations. In general, an individual who has light
perception/projection can perceive the presence or absence of light. For example, some
people describe light perception as knowing when a room light is on or off, or being able to
walk toward a lighted lamp on a table in an otherwise darkened room.
Every person sees the world we live in differently, including people with visual
impairments depending on their individual characteristics and the degree to which their
vision is reduced. It’s important to know that each person with a visual impairment is
different and understanding their individual needs is the first crucial step towards making
museums welcoming and inclusive.
Individuals with a visual disability not only have to find ways to communicate effectively
with the surrounding, but their environment as well. They have to rely largely on their other
senses such as hearing, touch and smell in order to understand their surroundings and form
connections with the external world. Sound, touch and smell are the most important senses
through which a visual impaired or blind person perceives the world around them. When it
comes to us as cultural operators, we use sound (speech, music, etc.) to essentially tell a
story, touch- to make people physically feel and connect to the object in front of them,
smell- to additionally deliver information, trigger a visual memory or form a new one. With
the right tools and knowledge, we can deliver any information and give visually impaired or
blind people the opportunity to experience a cultural environment just like all of us can do.
Table with highlights and most important tools/ approaches that help people
Types of visual impairment

Barriers to overcome

Practices & tools that
could help

Visual impairment is
essentially an umbrella term
used to describe the loss of
sight, that can take many
forms and be of varying
degrees.

Every person with a
visual impairment is
different – it’s
important to have a
personal approach and
understand their
individual needs.

Audio Description(AD): a
verbal description of visual
content delivered
personally by a museum
employee (read/spoken
“live”) or in the form of
sound file (recorded). AD
can be used for the visual
part of an object (exhibit,
painting, building,
sculpture, landscape) or

According to World Health
Organization (WHO), visual
Access to any visual
impairment can be classified information at cultural
into the following groups:
institutions (rules and
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Mild, Moderate, Severe and
Blindness.

regulations, labels,
exhibits, etc.);

Many people classified as
blind still have some usable
vision.

Considering the people
with visual impairment
as helpless, incapable of
performing the tasks
required for day to day
living and fully
dependent on others.

Total blindness is the
complete lack of light &
form perception.
Color blindness is
characterized by inability of
some people to fully “see”
red, green or blue light.
There are extremely rare
cases where people are
unable to see any color at
all.
Some people can see small
letters on an eye chart but
can't see the person
standing next to them due
to poor peripheral vision.
Visual field includes a
person’s peripheral vision in
the measurement of their
vision or in other words
visual field is what can be
seen all around while
looking straight ahead.
Visual acuity refers to the
ability to discern the shapes
and details of the things you
see.
5

Considering that all
blind people or people
with visual impairment
are the same and
applying a similar
approach to all of them
without asking about
their individual
preferences.

for an audiovisual piece
(movie, performance,
sports event, concert, etc.)
 Guided tours, in which
the building,
collections and
context are described;
 Audio guides; Audio
description apps;
Video on demand
(VOD).

Tactile Graphics: images
that use raised surfaces to
convey non-textual
information to blind or low
sighted individuals. These
may include tactile
representations of
Negative stereotypes
pictures, maps, graphs,
about blindness such as diagrams and other
associating blind with
images5. A person who is
beggars or believing
blind can feel these raised
that blind people
lines and surfaces in order
possess some extra
to obtain the same
powers or abilities
information that people
(Balkan countries).
who are sighted get
through looking at visual
images. Simplicity is a key
Difficulties in
element in the
interacting with other
manufacturing of tactile
visitors of an institution.
products.
Difficulties to approach
museum stuff.

 3D models:scaled 3D
copies of the original
exhibits.

The National Center for Tactile Diagrams website gives a good summary of different ways to produce tactile materials:
https://nctd.org.uk/
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What's considered as legal
blindness varies from
country to country. In
general, the definition was
developed as a guideline to
help people receive
government assistance, such
as Social Security disability
benefits.

Trouble reading facial
expressions, body
language, and social
cue.
Lack of information on
the accessible offering
at cultural institutions
that would enable
visually impaired or
blind people to make a
decision to whether
they wanted to visit.
Trouble finding
information on the
internet.

• They can be prepared for
bigger pieces that can’t be
fully touched (spatial
models presenting urban
spaces and buildings) or
for delicate objects in
exhibits that can’t be
touched (sculpture,
pottery, etc.)
• They can be low-budget
copies of an exhibit made
from paper, glue or
plasticine or made
professionally (prints from
3-dimensional printers or
permanent tactile graphic
made out of plaster,
metal, plastic, etc.)

Touching the original
Feeling detached or
through “touch tours” or
isolated in the cultural
handling sessions or
institution environment. providing models, which
can be touched.
Descriptions in Braille6: a
tactile writing system that
uses embossed dot
combinations to represent
letters, numbers and
punctuation. Not all blind
and visually impaired
people use braille.
Tactile paths: tactile marks
on the floor, that guide
people with visual
impairment to

6

Braille facts: https://sightscotland.org.uk/articles/information-and-advice/braille-facts
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the most important spots
of a building/area.
Tactile ground surface
indicators (TGSIs):
products made from
various materials installed
into the ground consisting
of a series of raised studs
or bars. Their purpose is to
warn of hazards and give
directional information to
aid navigation of the
cultural environment.
Beacon technology to
guide visitors through
museums using
smartphone apps.
Additionally, beacons can
notify users of nearby
works of art, provide
descriptive and
informational dialogue and
answer questions about
works of art.
Haptic technology that
allows blind users to touch
artworks in virtual reality.7
Applications that users
download on their
personal smart devices
that aid in navigating the
museum and collections.

7

Project “Touching masterpieces”: https://www.doccafe.com/blog/433/haptic-technology-allows-blind-users-to-touchhistoric-masterpieces
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Web development
considerations for the
blind: The RNIB (Royal
National Institute for the
Blind, UK) has guidelines
on making a museum’s
website accessible for
blind and partially sighted
people.8
 Screen
readers&braille
keyboards.
Guide dogs are assistance
dogs trained to lead blind
and visually impaired
people around obstacles.
Some cultural institutions
permit guide dogs to
accompany visually
impaired or blind people.
Special museum programs
& initiatives
 offering events which
cater for the specific
needs of blind and
visually impaired
people (handling
sessions, touch tours,
art workshops, etc.)

DOs and DON’Ts when communicating with people in this diverse group.
DO:
- Always introduce yourself, especially when entering a room or starting a conversation.
- When leaving the room discretely inform the person as this saves them the embarrassment
of eventually speaking to you without you being present.
8https://www.rnib.org.uk/about-rnib/web-accessibility-statement
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- Speak directly to the person while looking at them as this directs your voice towards them.
- Always use the person’s name when speaking to them to avoid any confusion.
- Always ask if the person needs assistance.
- Let the person take your arm by touching the back of your hand against the back of theirs.
Allow them to hold it and follow as you are walking.
- Use specific directions such as “straight forward”, “turn right”, or “on your left”, “two
meters on your right/left”, etc.
DON’T:
- Don’t raise your voice: having a visual impairment or being blind does not indicate any
other disability like hearing loss.
- If a visually impaired or blind person is entering a room, don’t expect them recognize you
and signify your presence.
- Don’t assume that each visually impaired or blind person needs assistance.
- If your offer of assistance is declined don’t insist on helping.
- Don’t grab the person you are guiding by the hand or in any other unexpected for them
way.

Demonstration:
Black ribbons will be given to all the participants in the training program to cover their
eyes.
Option 1: For the purposes of this demonstration, a tactile work of art will be verbally
described by the program trainers. This will be done against the background of specifically
selected musical work to serve as an additional auditory analogue for the work of art. The
idea is to incorporate sound in creative ways to additionally enhance the blind or visually
impaired person’s experience. Verbal description on the other side will enable the
participants to form a mental image of what they cannot see.
The description will include:


Standard information (the same information available to sighted viewers): artist,
nationality, title, date, mediums, dimensions, etc.;



General overview of the subject and the composition of the work allowing a blind
person to assemble, piece by piece, an image of a complex work of art: subject,
composition, style, color tones, atmosphere and overall impression;



Specific and concrete information to indicate the location of objects or figures in the
work of art;



Technique and medium (this kind of information can be very technical, so the
participants in the demonstration will be asked how interested they are in this subject);



Style, historical & social context and vivid details;
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Reference to other senses as analogue for vision. The idea is to translate a visual
experience into another sense by using analogies and make the visually impaired or blind
person feel what they cannot see.



Encourage understanding through re-enactment: instructions will be given to allow the
participants to mimic the depicted figure's pose or expression;



Participants will be asked for questions and to describe in their own words the
presented work of art.

Following the verbal description, the participants in the demonstration will be given the
opportunity to touch the tactile painting in order to gain an immediate personal experience
with the work. After that, the participants will remove their ribbons and compare what they
see with what they’ve experienced while blindfolded. A discussion will follow.
Option 2: An audio tour of a gallery will be presented and narrated by the program trainers
and will follow the same format as “option 1” incorporating verbal and sensory
descriptionas well assound. After the tour, the participants will remove their ribbons and
compare what they see with what they’ve experienced while blindfolded. A discussion will
follow.

Task:
The group of trainees should form teams of two (pairs). One person will be asked to
cover their eyes with a black ribbon, while the other will be given a photo of a popular work
of art, sculpture or another object, accompanied by awritten general description. The
viewer will have to describe to the blindfolded person what they see using the information
from the description and any other creative method/s mentioned in the training program.

Examples of inclusive practices:
 “InSight” tours
The Smithsonian American Art Museum, Washington
“The beauty of a work of art is you can experience it even if you can’t see it.”
Carol Wilson
The Smithsonian American Art Museum offers twice-monthly docent-led tours for the
blind and visually impaired people. The concept of the tours is to “translate” a visual
experience using a combination of creative approaches:verbal and sensory description
techniques along with opportunities for touch, using tactile aids as well as selected
sculptural objects. The docents were trained to lead small groups of blind and visually
impaired visitors around the museum, while using sensory and descriptive language to
convey what visitors cannot see. Docents also describe the physical spaces of the museum in
detail while moving through them, giving a visitor a sense of place. The tours featurean
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exceptional personal approach- the level of description can be adapted based on the level of
sight a person has, their prior experience in museums, and their general knowledge of art.
Visitors are asked about their personal preferences of how and when to receive the
information. After the tour, docents ask about feedback, so that they can adjust and
improve the style and presentation.
The main idea of this inclusive practice is to emphasize on the importance of catering to
other senses via analogies: colors are “translated” intosmells, tastes and sounds which
might be taking place in the scene that is being described.
There's a red in one of the paintings and I've said it's like biting into a strawberry. — docent
Phoebe Kline.
There's no way you can see music in this piece, but I ask them to imagine hearing jazz. ...
Can you smell cigarettes? Can you smell the alcohol? — docent Betsy Hennigan.
The rich verbal descriptions are combined with the opportunity to touch some objects at
the museum additionally enhancing the sensory experience of visitors. To better understand
a painter’s stylistic choices a tactile aid is provided for all partially sighted and blind visitors:
a small canvas sample with various paint textures they can feel. Unlike a standard audio
guide, visitors could also ask questions, clarify points and use their own words and other
senses to “paint” the mental image they’ve gained. They are further invited to imitate the
pose of a sculpture or mimic a face expression. Sometimes the docents play specially
selected music on their phones to accompany their descriptions and draw visitors even more
into experiencing the artistic atmosphere. The tours are followed by live musical
performances in the museum’s courtyard.
I would go into a museum and I would feel lost, many times depressed. Like, this is not for
me. They don’t want me here. And now I leave, and I have these images in my head which I
can refer to many times for weeks, even years later. — Kilof Legge, a legally blind visitor.
More information at:
https://americanart.si.edu/education/adult/verbal-description-tours
 “Touching masterpieces”
National Gallery of Prague
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New age digital technology can go a long way towards serving visual impairment. In
collaboration with Geometry Prague and NeuroDigital, The National Gallery of Prague gives
blind and visually impaired visitors the opportunity to touch some of the world’s most
precious sculptural masterpieces using special VR devices. The campaign „Touching
Masterpieces“ represents a virtual reality experience with specially designed Avatar VR
gloves with haptic feedback. Michelangelo’s David, the bust of Nefertiti, and Venus de Milo
have been transformed into virtual objects which the blind can touch through haptic glove
technology for the first time.
This new technology is an incredible breakthrough allowing pupils to touch what was
absolutely unattainable before.— Barbara Hucková, executive director of the Leontinka
Foundation for the blind and visually impaired.
More information at:
https://touchingmasterpieces.com/
 “The Color I touch”- educational program
Istanbul Modern

The program is organized for blind and partially sighted children and young people and
includes expert-guided exhibition tours, examination of artworks with special educational
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design tools, painting, statue, music and drama workshops and audio described film
screenings. The concept of the program is to develop the knowledge, artistic skills and
imagination of the blind and visually impaired participants.
More information at:
https://www.istanbulmodern.org/en/education/the-color-i-touch_787.html
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Chapter 4 – People on the autism spectrum / ASD (COMPREHEND)

Portrait of Stephy Langui, Rene Magritte9
General information
The autism spectrum disorders (ASD) include a broad category of
neurodevelopmental disorders. Autism is a condition which affects how a person
experiences the world around them. Autistic people see, hear and feel the world differently
to other people. Individuals on the autistic spectrum experience difficulties with social
communication and interaction and also exhibit restricted, repetitive patterns of behavior,
interests, or activities. The term "spectrum" refers to the variation in the type and severity
of symptoms.
Autism is presently the most common developmental disorder in children. Symptoms
are typically recognized between one and two years of age, but many children are not fully
diagnosed until they are older. These symptoms accompany people throughout their entire
life. Every autistic person is completely different. Until recently the term “Autism spectrum
disorders” (ASD) was divided into subgroups – Autistic disorder, Child Disintegrative
Disorder, Asperger’s syndrome and Pervasive Developmental Disorder. These conditions
have some overlapping symptoms, but they also differ from one another. Asperger's
syndrome is a complex developmental disorder which is believed to be the closest to autism
in signs and likely causes. People with Asperger's syndrome have the greatest difficulties in
establishing and maintaining interpersonal relations but unlike autism people with this
disorder have no significant language or cognitive development delay. The other subgroups
differ mostly in the manifestation or lack of the main symptoms – social impairment,

9

‘Portrait of Stephy Langui’ was created in 1961 by the Belgian painter Rene Magritte in Surrealism style.
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speech/communication deficits, repetitive behaviors and compulsivity and loss of previously
acquired skills.
In order to provide a safe and welcoming environment to autistic people the
museum staff should be familiar with the main characteristics of the spectrum so they
could address people’s needs adequately. Autistic people are most likely to be accompanied
by a family member when they enter the cultural institution. As with other disabilities, it is
important that people on the autism spectrum are properly informed about the amenities
available for them at the cultural institution, so they could best organize their visit.
People on the autism spectrum may demonstrate the following characteristics in
different combinations and to varying degrees:


Seemingly inappropriate laughing or giggling;



No fear of dangers;



Oversensitivity to sensory stimuli;



Flapping hands or other repetitive actions;



Appear to be unaware when people talk to them;



Insensitivity to pain;



Avoidance of eye contact;



Prefer being alone;



Difficulty expressing needs;



Attachment to objects;



Speech delays or non-verbal communication;



Inappropriate response or no response to sounds;



Repetitive spinning of toys or objects;



Repeat echo words or phrases;



Have trouble relating to others or not have an interest in other people at all.

Table with highlights and most important tools/ approaches that help people
People on the autism
spectrum (ASD)

Barriers to overcome

Practices & tools that
could help

People on the autism
spectrum are a very diverse
group.

Every person on the
autism spectrum is
different – try to
understand what their
individual needs are.

A written guide with
images should be
available on your website
to prepare the person for
the visit at the museum.

In 2013 the categorization
of the different types of
autism was revised and
currently they all fall under
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the umbrella of Autism
Spectrum Disorder (ASD).
Some people on the autism
spectrum may have
significant language delays,
intellectual disabilities,
regression, etc.
Most autistic people face
social and communication
challenges, have unusual
behaviors and interests.
People on the autism
spectrum have visual
thinking and they do not
respond that well to speech
and writing.
Most autistic people are
hypersensitive to sound,
light and overcrowding.

Difficulties in
maintaining contact,
taking part in group
activities.
Communication
challenges – delays or
absence of speech
development, not
understanding figures
of speech.

Quiet space – a room or
a space without any
noise and with delicate
lighting to be used if the
person becomes
overwhelmed.
Maps and plans of the
most important places –
entrance, toilets, exit,
etc.

Repetitive behaviors,
rigid rituals and habits,
problems with
imagination.

Assistants, volunteers,
therapists.

Difficulty processing
complex combinations
of emotional and
sensory stimuli.

Sensory-friendly
exhibitions and
activities.

Trouble reading facial
expressions, body
language, and social
cue.
Problem with
understanding rules
and regulations.

Visualizations – graphs,
pictograms, signs;

Organized tours for
families in the least busy
hours.
“Ear defenders” – noisecancelling headphones
on demand.
Free Android and Apple
applications with maps,
signs, tips and sensory
information.
Sensory fidget toys –
they could be used when
there is an organized
event for children.
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DOs and DON’Ts when communicating with people in this group.
DO:
- Act friendly without intruding.
- Ask questions in order to identify the person’s interests and needs.
- Say things directly with short sentences.
- Make sure the person understood what you meant.
- Use the interests of a person when you want to pass knowledge about cultural heritage.
- If the person is non-verbal use alternative means of communication.
- Warn people if there is multimedia with loud sounds in the exhibitions.
DON’T:
- Make jokes, use metaphors or irony.
- Assume that the person is not processing the information when you speak just because
they’re not answering.
- Get discouraged or offended if the person is avoiding eye contact.
- Take any actions on your own if you have difficulties with someone’s behavior.
- Pay attention to a person’s repetitive movements if they don’t increase progressively.
- Approach a person with abrupt movements or touch them without their consent.

Demonstration:
1) People on the autism spectrum have visual thinking and the best way to learn for
them is with pictures. The easiest words to learn are nouns because they are directly
related to a visual image.
This demonstration will show photos from a 2018 CalTech study to illustrate how
autistic people see pictures compared to neurotypical viewers.
The images show what participants’ eyes were attracted by, with the red areas
showing the most looked-at spots. On the left you can see the participants on the
autistic spectrum’s results.
One important finding is that autistic people don’t normally look at faces, they tend
to focus in the center of images even if other objects are in a photo. This knowledge
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could be useful when a special tour is organized for people on the autistic spectrum,
as it is important to know that they do not look at most things in a typical way inclusive
of art and cultural artifacts.
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Tasks:
1) The group of trainees will form teams of two (pairs). They will have 15 minutes to
discuss and organize an event (a presentation, a tour, a workshop) for a group of 5
children on the autism spectrum (age 12). Ask the teams to describe and then share
the most important things that should be done before and during the event. The
teams should make a discussion between themselves and come up with a collective
plan in the end.
2) Imagine there is a visitor with ASD who becomes overwhelmed and starts
experiencing an autistic meltdown. The person is with their family – a member of
the family comes to ask you for help. What would you do?
3) Try to describe an exhibition space designed in an autism friendly manner. What
would it look like? What would the exhibits be? How would the space be organized?

Examples of inclusive practices:
 Morning at The Museum at Smithsonian Institution
Morning at The Museum is a free, sensory-friendly program for families of children,
teenagers, and young adults with disabilities including intellectual disabilities, autism,
sensory processing disorders, and other cognitive disabilities. On specific Saturday and
Sunday mornings, pre-registered families visit a Smithsonian museum before it opens to the
public, where they can participate in activities or explore the exhibitions in a self-guided
way.
Doing programs like Morning at The Museum provides an entry point for people with
certain types of disabilities, and for that reason it’s valuable to do, and it’s being respectful of
the variety that is part of the human condition. – Beth Ziebarth, Director of Access
Smithsonian
More information at:
https://access.si.edu/program/morning-museum
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 Early Birds and Night Owls programs at London Science Museum
The concept of the program is similar to Morning at The Museum but The London
Science Museum offers two separate programs for children and for adults and teenagers
on selected Saturdays throughout the year. The Early Birds is a sensory friendly event for
families with children aged 4-15 starting at 8:00 with access to selected galleries and
additional activities. The Night Owls is an evening event for adults (ages 16+) who need a
quieter environment to enjoy the museum. The pre-booked Night Owls guests are received
from 18.45 until 22.30 with access to the galleries and lots of fun workshops and exciting
demonstrations.
The Early Birds is great because it’s so much less noisy, it’s so much less busy, the
children can be so much more focused on the activities. – Early Birds parent
It also means that there are lots of other families with children on the autistic spectrum
here at the Museum, so these families can be together in an environment which they feel
comfortable in. – Claire Hazell, Special Events Developer
More information at:
https://www.sciencemuseum.org.uk/see-and-do/early-birds
https://www.sciencemuseum.org.uk/see-and-do/night-owls
 Subway Sleuths at the New York Transit Museum
Subway Sleuths is an afterschool program at the New York Transit Museum that
uses a shared interest in trains among kids on the autism spectrum as a means to
encourage peer-to-peer interaction, navigate social situations, and develop confidence
through goal-oriented sessions. By collaborating as a group, Sleuths practice different
forms of social engagement. Weekly sessions are facilitated by a contracted
professional trained in ASD support and a Transit Museum Educator.
Subway Sleuths is a wonderful program for kids on the spectrum. Because of this
program my son has gained social skills which he would not otherwise have gained in
school. He is able to connect with his peers in and outside of school and is more confident
in communicating with others. – Zena Moore, Subway Sleuth Parent
More information at:
https://www.nytransitmuseum.org/learn/subwaysleuths/
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CONCLUSION
We hope that this training program is a step forward towards making cultural
institutions more accessible to people with different disabilities. This could only be achieved
by sharing good practices and knowledge between institutions around the world. There are
already numerous good examples of successful programs and introduction of new
technologies which bring visitors more and more authentic experience when they are
introduced to cultural heritage. By providing this short training we open a door for
interaction and communication which will result in a more positive experience for both
visitors and cultural operators.
* Give a simple TEST to the participants in the training at the end of the day. Thus, they can
check their progress and feel more confident in their abilities to tend to people’s needs in
their cultural institutions.

Test questions:
1. Using a wheelchair in a museum exposes a disabled person to the following challenges
(choose the best option):
A/ Difficulties to reach the vicinity of museums, lack of information on the accessible offering
at cultural institutions, limited access to visual information.
B/ Trouble reading facial expression, body language and social cue.
C/ Lack of ramps, elevators, accessible toilets and inconsiderate visitors blocking the view to
collections.
D/ Lack of special events and programs at the museum, lack of wheelchairs to borrow and
difficulties in interacting with other visitors.
2. Which of the below museum audiences are most likely to speak the local or
international sign language?
A/ deaf
B/ Deaf
C/ Hard of hearing
D/ Autistic people
3. What would be the most useful museum tool/s for a visitor who is hard of hearing?
А/ Sign language translation
B/ Closed captioning on multimedia
C/ Induction loop
D/Print materials
4. Which of the below are inappropriate actions while communicating with a D/deaf/hard
of hearing visitor?
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A/ Turning your head in different directions and putting your hands in front of your face
B/ Talking to the interpreter instead of the visitor
C/ Talking in a normal tone of voice
D/ Making pauses while you speak
5. People on the autism spectrum have….
A/ Symbolic thinking and respond well to figures of speech
B/ Preference for written text
C/ Difficulty with social interactions
D/ Visual thinking
6. Which of the below can overwhelm an autistic person?
A/ Loud sounds and overcrowding
B/ Pieces of art
C/ Maps or graphs
D/ Bright lights
7. Write down 3 museum amenities/tools that are useful in achieving a better experience
for people on the autism spectrum?
………………………………………………
………………………………………………
………………………………………………
8. People with visual impairment…
A/ Are legally blind
B/ Have no visual memories
C/ Can perceive the presence or absence of light
D/ Are a diverse group
9. Which of the below are the most useful tools, that could be implemented in a museum
to assist people with visual impairment?
A/ Audio tours, description in Braille, subtitles/ closed and open captions
B/ Print materials, 3D models, touching the original
C/ Audio description, tactile graphics, special museum programs
D/ Tactile paths, quiet space, organized tours
10. What should you do when a blind person or a person with visual impairment enters
the museum you work at?
A/ Speak to the person avoiding eye contact
B/ Signify your presence by raising your voice
C/ Grab the person by the hand and guide them through the museum
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D/ Introduce yourself and ask if the person needs assistance
11. Name 3 inclusive practices/tools that could be introduced into your cultural institution:
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………….
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